
 
Abstract- A computational method is shown for a 2D 
incompressible unsteady flow around a stationary or an 
oscillating cylinder placed in a uniform stream at low Reynolds 
number (Re=10-190).  The flow around a circular cylinder in 
orbital motion (the superposition of two oscillations) was 
computed.  We investigated the effect of Reynolds number and 
amplitude of ellipticity on the time-mean and root-mean-
square values of the lift, drag, and base pressure coefficients.  
Each of the 5 cases shown involves a transition to lock-in in the 
domain of investigation. 
Keywords -  CFD, circular cylinder, lock-in, orbital motion.  
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Flow around a single cylinder placed in a uniform 
crossflow has been the subject of a great many theoretical, 
experimental and numerical investigations (e.g. [1]-[5]).  
There are fewer investigations of oscillating or rotating 
cylinders (e.g. [6], [7]) and even fewer studies on flow 
around a cylinder in orbital motion (i.e. oscillating in two 
directions simultaneously) (e.g. [8], [9]). 

The phenomenon of lock-in needs to be considered in 
the case of a cylinder in oscillating motion because of its 
possible effects on structures.  Lock-in (also known as 
synchronization or lock-on) occurs when the frequency of 
cylinder oscillation coincides with that of the vortex 
shedding.  In this case—especially if the damping is small—
large amplitude oscillation can occur, which can lead to 
damage or collapse of the structure.  A very famous case is 
the collapse of the Tacoma Narrows Bridge in 1940.  In 
many cases, oscillations occur not just in one direction, but 
simultaneously in transverse and in-line directions, which 
may lead to the more complex orbital motion.  For instance, 
offshore structures in waves or tube bundles in heat 
exchangers can be subjected to similar flow conditions. 

The combination of Reynolds number Re and amplitudes 
of transverse and in-line oscillations that produce lock-in is 
the primary topic of this study.  According to the authors’ 
best knowledge, this does not appear to have been 
investigated.  Since we use a two-dimensional 
computational method (see [10]), the Reynolds number 
domain under investigation is low: up to Re=190. 

In previous papers we investigated various features of 
low-Reynolds number flow around stationary cylinders 
placed in a uniform stream, notably the non-dimensional 
vortex shedding frequency (Strouhal number, St), time-
mean values of the drag coefficient [10] and of the base 
pressure coefficient [11].  Comparisons were made with 
experimental results, and good agreement was found till 

around Re=190, where three-dimensional instabilities start 
to appear [4], [12], [13].  A further critical test for a 
computational code is the determination of root-mean-
square rms value of the lift coefficient LrmsC .  In this study, 
first we investigated the rms values of lift, drag, and base 
pressure coefficients versus Reynolds number.  While 
experimental values can be found in the published literature 
for LrmsC  [3], they do not appear to be available for the 
other two coefficients, according to the authors’ knowledge.  
Thus, here we compare our computed LrmsC values with 
experimental values to test our code.  We also give our 
numerical results for the rms drag and base coefficients. 
 
II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
 

The basic equations are the two components of the 
Navier-Stokes equations written for the incompressible fluid 
in a non-inertial system fixed to the accelerating cylinder, 
the equation of continuity and a Poisson equation for 
pressure. 
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Here x, y are the Cartesian coordinates, u, v are velocities 

in x and y directions, t is time, p is pressure, D is dilation, Re 
is Reynolds number, xa0  and ya0  are the x and y 
components of cylinder acceleration.  All quantities in these 
equations are non-dimensionalized by a combination of 
cylinder diameter d, free stream velocity U, and density ρ .  
The gravity force is included in the pressure terms in (1) and 
(2), and dilation D is kept in (4) to avoid computational 
instability.  On the surface of the cylinder, no-slip boundary 
condition is used for velocity and the normal derivative of 
the pressure is prescribed as:  
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where n refers to the outer normal of the cylinder surface.  
This boundary condition for pressure is obtained from the 
Navier-Stokes equations (1) and (2).  Since the outer 
boundary is far from the cylinder (see Fig. 1), the flow is 
assumed to be potential there.  The above equations are 
written for an accelerating cylinder, but by substituting 

0a =0  into them they will remain valid for a stationary 
cylinder as well. 

The physical domain is transformed to a computational 
domain based on a boundary-fitted coordinate system where 
the boundary conditions can be imposed accurately.  In this 
way we can avoid interpolation leading to a poor solution.  
The governing equations and boundary conditions are also 
transformed into this computational plane.  The equations 
for transformation connecting coordinate systems (x, y, t) 
and ( )τηξ  , ,  are: 

 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ,  g cos  R,x ξηηξ =  
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] , g sin  R,y ξηηξ −=  

 
where τ  is the dimensionless time on the computational 
plane, and the dimensionless radius is 
 

( ) ( )[ ]  f exp R R ηη 1=  
 

where the dimensionless cylinder radius is 1R =0.5. 
This structure of the mapping function automatically assures 
that the obtained grid is orthogonal on the physical plane for 
arbitrary functions ( )ηf  and ( )ξg , and a very fine grid can 
be obtained in the vicinity of the cylinder and a coarser grid 
far from the body, even with the linear functions for ( )ηf  
and ( )ξg  considered here.  
 

 
Fig. 1. Physical and computational domains 

 
Due to lack of space we will not give the transformed 

equations and boundary conditions here.  For further details 
see [10]. 
 
III. NUMERICAL METHODS AND RESULTS 
 
A. Numerical methods applied 
 

The first author developed a computer code that is 
applicable to the computation of flow around a stationary or 

oscillating cylinder or a cylinder in orbital motion.  The 
governing equations are solved by using the finite difference 
method.  Space derivatives are approximated by fourth order 
central difference formulae, except for the convective terms 
for which a third order modified upwind scheme is used 
[14].  The Poisson equation for pressure is solved by the 
successive over-relaxation (SOR) method.  The Navier-
Stokes equations are integrated explicitly and the continuity 
equation is satisfied at every time step.  We apply Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT) for determining the dimensionless 
vortex shedding frequency, Strouhal number St.  The code 
computes the velocity and pressure fields, and time histories 
of lift, drag and base pressure coefficients, further that of 
velocity at a fixed point.  

For this study of flow around both the stationary 
cylinders and the orbiting cylinder, the time step was 0.0005 
and the number of grid points was 241x131. 
 
B. Stationary cylinder: Comparison with experiments 

 
The computational results compare well with that of the 

experimental results for stationary cylinders.  Strouhal 
number, time mean values of the drag and base pressure 
coefficients were compared with available experimental 
results and excellent agreement was found up to about 
Re=190 (see [10] and [11]).  Above this Reynolds number 
this code overestimates the time-mean value of the drag 
coefficient.  This is in agreement with the results in [4], [12] 
and [13] showing that three-dimensional instabilities appear 
at about Re=188.  That is the reason why above this Re 
value a three-dimensional code is needed. 

One challenging test of a computational code is its 
ability to predict the root-mean-square of the lift coefficient 

LrmsC .  Table I and Fig. 2 present our computational results 
for rms values for lift, drag DrmsC , and base pressure pbrmsC  

coefficients as a function of Reynolds number.  
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Fig. 2. Rms values vs. Reynolds number 

 
 



TABLE I 
RMS VALUES VS. REYNOLDS NUMBER 

Re 
LrmsC  DrmsC  pbrmsC  

50 0.032 0.0001 0.0009 

60 0.093 0.0007 0.0022 

75 0.152 0.0024 0.0069 

90 0.199 0.0046 0.0129 

100 0.228 0.0064 0.0174 

110 0.256 0.0084 0.0226 

125 0.297 0.0117 0.0315 

140 0.337 0.0153 0.0413 

150 0.363 0.0178 0.0481 

160 0.388 0.0203 0.0552 

170 0.412 0.0229 0.0623 

180 0.435 0.0256 0.0696 

 
 In the literature no experimental or computational results 
were found for DrmsC  or pbrmsC  and thus no comparison is 

possible here.  However, experimental results for LrmsC  are 
available; Norberg’s literature survey [3] introduces results 
of several researchers covering a wide range of Reynolds 
number.  In Fig. 3, our results are shown as open circles in 
the range Re=50-180, corresponding to the data in Table 1.  
Please note that 'LC corresponds to LrmsC .  As can be seen, 
agreement is very good, indicating that the method is indeed 
reliable. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. LrmsC  values vs. Reynolds number  

 
C. Cylinder in orbital motion 
 
 The motion of the center of the cylinder is specified as 
follows  

( ) ( ) tfsinAy      ,tfcosAx yyxx ππ 22 00 ==    (5) 
 

where xA , yA  and xf , yf  are the dimensionless 
amplitudes and frequencies of oscillation in x and y 

directions, respectively.  In this investigation 
0850 St.ff yx ==  was used where 0St  is the dimensionless 

frequency of vortex shedding belonging to the flow around a 
stationary cylinder at the same Reynolds number as the 
orbiting cylinder under investigation.  The conditions 

yx ff =  with (5) mean that for nonzero xA  and yA  
amplitudes, the path of the origin of the cylinder will be an 
ellipse whose major and minor axes are xA  and yA , 

respectively.  The ratio of amplitudes xy AA  will be called 
ellipticity E.  Zero ellipticity means in-line oscillation; 

∞=E  means pure transverse oscillation; if E=1 then the 
orbital path becomes a circle with the radius yx AA = . 

While carrying out the investigations for a cylinder in 
orbital motion we kept the Reynolds number and the 
amplitude of in-line oscillation xA  constant while changing 
the amplitude of transverse oscillation yA .  For certain 

cases, lock-in was found to occur even for yA =0 (pure in-
line oscillation) [9].  However, in the cases shown here, a 
certain positive value of yA  was needed to reach lock-in.  
Fig. 4. shows a case of no lock-in where a modulation in the 
time history of the lift coefficient can be observed.  Here 
Re=130; 15210.ff yx == , xA =0.2 and yA =0.08.  If we 

increase the yA  value from 0.08 to 0.1, after some time the 
amplitude of oscillation becomes practically constant (see 
Fig. 5).  This feature of the oscillating signal indicates that 
lock-in condition has been reached. 
 We investigated three different xA values for Re=130, 
and two xA values for Re=160.  These results are presented 
in Figs. 6-15, with one figure showing time-mean values 
and another showing rms values for each combination. In 
the figures, the diamond sign always refers to the lift 
coefficient, the triangle to the drag coefficient, and the 
square to the base  pressure coefficient.  The filled signs 
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Fig. 4. Time history of lift coefficient; no lock-in  
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Fig. 5. Time history of lift coefficient; lock-in  
 
refer to time-mean values and the empty ones to rms values.  
The independent variable in each case was the ellipticity 
E= xy AA .  Dotted lines indicate no lock-in, and solid lines 

show a locked-in state.  We would like to mention that the 
rms and time-mean values can be evaluated very accurately 
only in the lock-in domain, where the amplitude of the 
oscillating signal remains practically unchanged with time 
(see Fig. 5).  The values on the dotted curves are thus 
subject to uncertainties, and depend on the choice of the 
interval over which they are evaluated (see Fig. 4).  

Fig. 6 shows the variation of the time-mean values of lift, 
drag and base pressure coefficients with ellipticity E for 
Re=130 and 250.Ax = .  It can be seen that none of the 
three curves changes drastically in the domain.  Lock-in 
starts at around E=0.2.  The time-mean value of the lift 
coefficient LrmsC  remains small. 
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Fig. 6. Time-mean values vs. ellipticity for Re=130 and xA =0.25 

 

 Fig. 7 shows the variation of the rms values, again 
against ellipticity E, for Re=130 and 250.Ax = .  In this 
diagram there is a larger jump in LrmsC  at around E=0.2 than 
for any of the time-mean values in Figure 6.  
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Fig. 7. Rms values vs. ellipticity for Re=130 and xA =0.25 

 
Fig. 8 is similar to Fig. 6 with the difference that 

20.Ax = .  The shapes of the corresponding curves are very 
similar to each other in the two figures.  The beginning of 
the lock-in shifts to larger yA  values and so does ellipticity 

E.  Lock-in starts at around E=0.45.  
 Fig. 9 depicts the rms values of the three coefficients 
against ellipticity E for 20.Ax = .  In this diagram there is a 
larger jump in LrmsC  at around E=0.45 than in any of the 
time-mean values in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8. Time-mean values vs. ellipticity for Re=130 and xA =0.2 
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Fig. 9. Rms values vs. ellipticity for Re=130 and xA =0.2 

 
Fig. 10 is similar to Figs. 6 and 8 with the difference that 

we further reduced the amplitude of oscillation in x direction, 
to 150.Ax = .  The shapes of the corresponding curves are 
similar to each other in the three figures. The beginning of 
the lock-in shifts to larger yA  values than in the previous 

two cases, starting at around E=0.7. 
 Fig. 11 depicts the rms values of the three coefficients 
against ellipticity E for 150.Ax = .  In this diagram there is 
a larger jump in LrmsC  at around E=0.7 than in any of the 
time-mean values in Fig. 10. 

The three combinations shown in Figs. 6-11, all at 
Re=130, share characteristics.  The time-mean value of the 
lift coefficient LmeanC  remains small for all three variations 
in ellipticity. This is in accordance with the fact that 

LmeanC =0 for a stationary cylinder.  The time-mean value of 
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Fig. 10. Time-mean values vs. ellipticity for Re=130 and xA =0.15 
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Fig. 11. Rms values vs. ellipticity for Re=130 and xA =0.15 

 
the drag and base pressure coefficients, on the other hand, 
increases with ellipticity in the lock-in domain.  This 
increase with E is also found for the rms values of the drag 
and base pressure coefficients.  In all three cases, there is a 
jump in LrmsC  in the domain of transition to lock-in.  In all 
cases, the starting point of lock-in increases with decreasing 

xA . 
The following diagrams, Figs. 12-15, show two 

combinations at Re=160, for 20.Ax =  and 150.Ax = .  
Here 15980.ff yx == .  Again, time-mean values and rms 
values are given separately. 

Fig. 12 shows the variation of the time-mean values of 
lift, drag and base pressure coefficients with ellipticity E for 
Re=160 and 20.Ax = .  Lock-in starts at around E=0.525.  
The time-mean value of the lift coefficient LrmsC remains 
small. 

Fig. 13 depicts the rms values at 20.Ax = .  A jump can 
be observed in LrmsC  near the transition to lock-in.  The 
other two rms values increase with E in the lock-in domain. 

Fig. 14 shows time-mean values for 150.Ax = .  Here, 
lock-in starts at around E=0.77.  The time-mean values of 
the drag and base pressure coefficients increase with E and 

LmeanC  remains small.  
Fig. 15 gives the rms values at 150.Ax = .  Similarly to 

Fig. 13, a large jump is found in LrmsC .  Here, all three 
coefficients increase with E within the lock-in domain. 

Results for Figs. 12-15, at Re=160, are in general quite 
similar to the results shown for the three combinations at 
Re=130.  The increase with ellipticity in most or all 
coefficients in the lock-in domain, little change in LmeanC , 
and jumps in LrmsC  in the lock-in transition domain were 
characteristic at both Reynolds numbers.  
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Fig. 12. Time-mean values vs. ellipticity for Re=160 and xA =0.2 

 
The effect of Re on the curves can be investigated if we 

consider curves belonging to the same xA  values.  For the 
two cases that can be compared, results are somewhat 
contradictory. 

For 20.Ax =  the effect of Re on the time-mean value of 
both the drag and lift coefficients is small, but a slight 
increase in LmeanC  is seen at the larger Re.  A larger shift 
can be found in the time-mean value of the base pressure 
coefficient, with a larger absolute value observed at the 
higher Re.  All  rms values increase slightly with increasing 
Reynolds number.  Lock-in starts at a somewhat higher 
ellipticity value for the larger Re.  

At 150.Ax =  the effect of Re on the time-mean values 
for the drag and lift coefficients is also small, but both 
values slightly decrease.  Here, the time-mean value of the 
base  pressure  coefficient  is  almost  unaffected.  The  rms 
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Fig. 13. Rms values vs. ellipticity for Re=160 and xA =0.2 
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Fig. 14. Time-mean values vs. ellipticity for Re=160 and xA =0.15 

 
values show almost no change with increasing Reynolds 
number.  Lock-in starts at a somewhat higher ellipticity 
value for the larger Re. 
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Fig. 15. Rms values vs. ellipticity for Re=160 and xA =0.15 
 

 
IV. CONCLUSION 

 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the 

combined effect of Reynolds number and amplitudes of 
oscillation in transverse and in-line directions on lock-in, 
and on the time-mean and root-mean-square values of lift, 
drag, and base pressure coefficients.  

For lock-in, when Re was kept constant, the ellipticity 
value at which lock-in started decreased with larger xA  
values. When xA  was kept constant, E increased with 
increasing Re.  

The time-mean value of the lift coefficient remained 
small in all five cases considered, which is no surprise, 
given that LmeanC  =0 for a stationary cylinder. In all five 



cases, a jump in the root-mean-square value of the lift 
coefficient was found at the transition point to lock-in.  A 
possible explanation may be concerned with a two-state 
vortex shedding [9], but this phenomenon requires a great 
deal more investigation. The Reynolds number seemed to 
have only a small effect on LmeanC  and LrmsC  values, 
although only two Re values were considered. 

The time-mean value of the drag coefficient somewhat 
increased with E when Re was kept constant.  The 
difference in amplitude may not have been large enough to 
have a stronger effect on DmeanC .  The effect of Re on 

DmeanC  was small.  DrmsC  increased with E, but the effect of 
Re was less clear, with either a small increase or almost no 
change.  

The magnitude of the time-mean value of the base 
pressure coefficient somewhat increased with E when Re 
was kept constant.  The effect of Re on pbmeanC  was 
somewhat contradictory, with a relatively large difference at 
one of the xA  values, and almost no change at the other.  

pbrmsC  increased with increasing E, but the effect of Re was 
again less clear, with either a small increase or almost no 
change.  

The good agreement with experimental results found for 
the rms values of the lift coefficient for stationary cylinders 
indicates that the code is trustworthy. The number of cases 
investigated in this study has been necessarily limited by the 
large amount of CPU time required, but some intriguing 
aspects have been revealed. The effect of Re is less clear 
than that of the amplitude of in-line oscillation, and further 
cases should be investigated.  
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